
 

EN210/DI/512MD2(LP) VGA Card
SKU # : EN210/DI/512MD2(LP)

Low Profile Corporate Stable Model VGA Card
The EN210/DI/512MD2(LP) is covered by the Corporate Stable Model Program, which offers a
one year guaranteed shelf life and RMA cross-shipping.  Based on the NVIDIA® GeForce®
210 GPU with 512MB of DDR2, it delivers the power needed for graphics-intensive
applications in businesses, schools, or medical facilities.  The EN210/DI/512MD2(LP) is a low
profile card and comes bundled with a bracket that allows for small form factor installations,
so it is excellent for builds that require strong graphics in a limited space.  With Dual-link DVI
support, it is able to drive the industry’s largest and highest resolution flat-panel displays up
to 2560x1600. 

Energy/Environment Standards

EPA Energy Start Complient No

EPEAT Complient No

EPEAT Level N/A 

Product Highlights
ASUS CORPORATE STABLE MODEL (CSM)
PROGRAM
To deliver the product longevity and support you
demand, ASUS guarantees a one-year shelf life and
aggressive support from the date of introduction
for every CSM model, meaning that system
builders can implement a standardized solution
that will require fewer resources to maintain. When
service is needed, ASUS motherboards can be
cross-shipped to minimize downtime. All CSM
motherboards are covered automatically,
purchased in any quantity.

GEFORCE 210 GPU 
The EN210/DI/512MD2(LP)’s GeForce 210 GPU is
robust enough to support most graphics-intensive
tasks demanded in commercial environments such
as video editing, design cooperative learning and
more.

ASUS SPLENDID VIDEO ENHANCEMENT
TECHNOLOGY
Built on a proprietary color engine, Splendid
automatically determines the nature of the user’s
current task and adjusts optimal color settings.  It
boasts robust brightness, sharpness and contrast
correction capabilities.
ASUS SMART DOCTOR 
Smart Doctor is a group of intelligent hardware
protection and overclocking tools.  Users can
monitor the system’s fan RPM, AGP power level,
GPU temperature and RAM temperature.  A slide
bar is included for manual overclocking. 
 
HYPERDRIVE AND SMARTCOOLING
Embedded HyperDrive and SmartCooling
technologies dynamically overclock and adjust fan
speed for optimal performance and convenience.   

Segment Focus
Business:  In business installations space is often at a premium, and the EN210/DI/512MD2(LP)
VGA card is suitable for small form factor installations.  The ASUS Corporate Stable Model
program offers a guaranteed one-year shelf life, enabling companies to offer their clients a high
quality, high value solution that in-house IT departments can quickly master.

Education:  Video is an increasingly important tool in education.  The EN210/DI/512MD2(LP) VGA
card will deliver smooth HD video playback to projectors or large monitors for multi-viewer usage.

Warranties and Services
• Three year warranty
• Corporate Stable Model Program
• AdvanceService cross-shipping
• 24/7 tech support



 

Specifications
GPU GeForce 210
Video Memeory 512MB DDR2
Engine Clock 589MHz
Memory Clock 800MHz (64 bit)
DVI Max Resolution 2560 x 1600
Bus Standard PCI-E 2.0
DirectX 10.1 Support YES
HDMI Output Yes (Native HDMI)
Standard Output DVI-I, D-Sub Output
HDCP Compliant YES
Low Profile YES
Date Declared CSM 9/9/2009


